Audio Visual Materials on the Harkness Method


**What is Harkness? An Introduction to this Methodology from a teacher at Wellington College**
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3526vTReBjk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3526vTReBjk)

**How to Conduct a Harkness Discussion in Your School**
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PNGgSYW3cPo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PNGgSYW3cPo)

**How Harkness works** comments on a visit and introducing this method at Wellington College
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKnVteBrdLw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKnVteBrdLw)

**Harkness in Mathematics**
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUZOJwJ2TqA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUZOJwJ2TqA)

**Harkness in English**
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rPbLcJNc-8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rPbLcJNc-8)

**Harkness at North Shore Country Day School**
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2New2AJQWw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2New2AJQWw)

**Harkness at Rocky Hill School**
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6sHSVX0_VM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6sHSVX0_VM)

**Harkness Method at Avenues**
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FESrNzuUMDc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FESrNzuUMDc)

**The Harkness Method at Stevenson School**

**The Harkness Method at Southridge School, Surrey BC**
[http://www.southridge.bc.ca/page.cfm?p=988](http://www.southridge.bc.ca/page.cfm?p=988)

This video, made by Elijah Hawkes, Principal Randolph High School in Randolph, VT can be a good teaching tool for students/colleagues/parents as to why a Socratic seminar is valuable:
Called Socratic Seminar, a teacher explains and models the student efforts to discuss text. 
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/teaching-the-n-word

St. Pius X High School Socratic Seminar discussion over the novel The Kite Runner text references, student run, small group  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lxkmVTNyVjU

Third graders having four person discussions https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tNQARvoGds

Building skills for Social Studies
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/senior-project-reflection-socratic-seminar-ous

Math class Harkness skills
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUZOJwJ2TqA&index=3&list=PL2DAEA65973E9BCE

Two discussions going on in one classroom -- teacher direction and then student directions 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWLMJcAh_hg

Paideia Schools: Learning to Think through Socratic Seminar
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9GJYauGecw
Needs to be cropped but has some compelling student discussion and interviewing.

Summaries:

Wellington College UK summary
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKntVteBrdLw

Rocky Hill School summary
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6sHSVX0_VM

Students in class -- and distractions https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCHS8tsTOfk

Strategies for Student-Centered Discussion” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxTuPVtayOI
Additional Videos to Show Your Class

Good video on Socrates https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uvY3VWc4O4k

How Socrates Can Stimulate Brain Activity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8a1dsv5IXo

NPR Ed's 50 Great Teachers: Socrates
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-VgAR2kBsT1